PLAN A WATCH PARTY

- Determine - Fully virtual, Hybrid, or In-person party
  - Check the state regulations for gathering capacities
- Invitation List
- Promote the event
- If applicable, pick venue

Ideas & Suggestions

**Fully Virtual Party**
- Create the ability to text/chat with the group to keep the connection!
  Can set this up through phone message group, Microsoft Teams, or other messaging platforms

**Hybrid Party**
- Use a virtual platform (zoom, webex, etc)
- Have a separate screen/monitor at the venue to stream the people watching and their comments, so in-person attendees can see their faces and chat comments as they watch the movie

**In-Person Party**
- Check set-up is CDC compliant
  - Make sure chairs are 6 feet apart
- Food and beverage
  - Individually wrapped items can be placed on chairs ahead of time
- Decorate
  - If venue is not a theater, make it feel like one!
- Gift bag with treats to go